
Troyer’s Eliminator Trap
Attach the porch.  The porch is found inside the trap.  To open the trap pull the pins located at each side, front, 
near the top of the trap.  Pull the trap door towards you opening the cavity.  You will see your all metal trap 
mechanism is in place.  Retrieve the porch, leaving the door open.  Your porch has three screws that have been 
inserted into the porch.  Using a square head screwdriver remove the screws.  Insert the middle screw into the 
center hole on the INSIDE of the trap till the tip of the screw shows thru the front.  Place your porch at the front of 
the trap aligning the tip of the screw to the center hole on the flat side of the porch.  You also want your porch 
aligned so that the routed edge is facing up.  See center photo.  Insert the screw thru till the head of the screw is 
flush with the trap mechanism.  Repeat with the other 2 screws to the left and right.   

To set the trap shutter.  Trap opens from the front to set the all metal trap mechanism.  
Remove the door pins and lower the front door.  Lift the shutter door and place the trip 
arm under the shutter door.  Close the door. Replace the door pins. 

To remove captured bird.  Loosen the wing nut on the access port and swing open, giv-
ing your hand access to catch the bird unharmed. 

Where to mount the trap.  Traps should be placed 
visible to your martin housing.  Traps can be mounted 
on to the sides of buildings, trees, garages, etc or make 
a mounting pole from rebar or like, and mount the house to the pole.  Using 
more than one trap will increase your chances of capturing the mate. 

What to do with trapped birds.  Once you have identified the captured bird 
as either a European Starling or English House Sparrow, you have a decision of 
what to do with it.  Some people choose to kill the birds, others transport 

them 10 to 20 miles away and release them. This latter option really serves no purpose other than to waste fuel.  
Starlings and House Sparrows have great homing ability and will fly right back to your yard in a matter of hours. 
Releasing trapped birds in someone else’s neighborhood just passes the problem on to their yards. Should you 
decide to kill the birds, you have several options. You can place them in a plastic bag, and spray ether into the 
bag; you can place them in a plastic garbage bag, then fill the bag with exhaust from a car; you can place them in 
your fist and squeeze their rib cage tightly (front to back) for 60 seconds preventing their breathing;  or you can 
wring their necks. 
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